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Biblical Reference:

Tanya Price and Michelle Renaud
Tanya Price and Michelle Renaud
Obsession
Delirious
Cutting Edge
Galatians 5

Obsession is an eight minute drama of bondage, despair, rebellion, and finally, freedom. Several characters move
mechanically and rhythmically to the music, signifying their resistance to the Lord as He faithfully reminds them, “my
heart burns for you.” Finally, they hit the wall and eventually, one by one, they all come to Christ in repentance and begin to
worship Him freely.

LYRICS
What can I do with my obsession?
With the things I cannot see?
Is there madness in my being?
Is it wind that blows the trees?
Sometimes you’re further than the moon
Sometimes you’re closer than my skin
And you surround me like a winter fog
You’ve come and burned me with a kiss
And my heart burns for you
And my heart burns

And I’m so filthy with my sin
I carry pride like a disease
You know I’m stubborn God
And I’m longing to be close
You burn me deeper than I know
I feel lonely without hope
I feel desperate without vision
You wrap around me like a winter coat
You come and free me like a bird
And my heart burns for you
And my heart burns

CHARACTERS

PROPS/COSTUMES

The following script is based on 9 characters. Depending
on the size of your team, you may add people to
positions based on the above suggestions.

1 white shirt
1 whip
1 white scarf

Jesus:
Back Guys:
Framers:
Middle Girls:

GLOSSARY

male
2-3 males
2-6 males or females
2-4 females*

*Middle Girl(s) starting on stage right is Girl #1; Middle
Girl(s) starting on stage left is Girl #2. Girl #1 will be the
“Spinner” at the end of the drama.

STAGE DIRECTIONS

1 box or step
1 crown of thorns
Several black scarves (not all
characters need one)

Audience hand or foot: that which is closest to the
audience
Upstage or downstage hand or foot: that which is closest
to the mentioned area of the stage

backstage

audience

LOW KNEES:
kneeling low,
sitting back on
one’s feet

HIGH KNEES:
kneeling up
straight, as tall
as possible
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OVERVIEW OF ALL MEASURES
(each measure is 4 counts)
Intro: 16 measures
4
Jesus is crucified and resurrected
4
Back Guys
4
Framers and Back Guys
4
Middle Girls, Framers and Back Guys
Verse 1: 16 measures
Characters move together mechanically, displaying their
indifference and rigidity as they ignore Jesus.

Chorus: 16 measures
Jesus conveys message of love to characters to invite
them a final time; Middle Girl #1 responds to Jesus.
Other characters follow suit and show their acceptance
of Jesus by performing a choreographed 8-count
“dance”.
Continual chorus: 28 measures (ad lib free worship)

Chorus: 6 measures
Jesus conveys message of love to characters.

Repentance: Characters each repent to Jesus and
receive freedom and joy. They continue the dance
sequence, progressing into free worship.

Verse 2: 16 measures
Characters reject Jesus and show their anger towards
Him.

Slow instrumental: Characters continue free worship
movements in slow motion. As Jesus acknowledges
them individually, each freezes in position.

Chorus: 14 measures
Jesus conveys message of love to characters.

Jesus’ Final Words: J
 esus conveys message of love to
the audience.

Verse 3: 16 measures
Characters show their growing captivity and desperation,
building boxes around themselves.
Bridge: 8 measures
Middle Girl #1 spins frantically in center; characters
continue to attempt to break out of boxes and free
themselves.
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DETAILED DRAMA SCRIPT
All movements are crisp and usually happen on the final beat of each measure.
Facial Expression Hints:
● 1st Verse: Abstract, mechanical rigidity. Characters go about their business, stone faced, ignoring Jesus.
● 2nd Verse: Characters display anger towards Jesus in harsh movements.
● 3rd Verse: Desperation is shown by characters as they are trapped in bondage.
● Last chorus & Continual chorus: Characters show repentance and joy as they worship.
Measure

Jesus

Starting
positions

Stands upstage center
on box or step, facing
audience. Feet together;
head down.

Intro [16]
1

2

3

4

Jesus
Head up on beat 4.
Extends left arm out and
opens hand on beat 4 to
symbolize the
crucifixion. Looks to left
with expression of pain.
Same move with right
hand.
On beat 4, he raises both
hands heavenward with
palms facing in,
symbolizing
resurrection.

Framers
Stand facing upstage,
back to audience, feet
together, head facing
forward. Frozen in
position.
Framers

Middle Girls
Stand slightly diagonal,
facing opposite downstage
corner. Feet shoulder-width
apart and head tipped
slightly down. Frozen in
position.
Middle Girls

Back Guys
In low squat or kneel
with right knee up.
Hands are down to side,
touching ground; head is
down. Frozen in position.
Back Guys

4

Intro [16]
5

Jesus

Framers

6
7
8

9

Slowly lowers hands.
Watches characters
compassionately for
remainder of verse.

Elbow bent, right hand
sweeps up in front of
body in semi-circle on
beats 1-3, freezes on 4,
hand to side, palm up.

10

Same move with left
hand.

11

On beat 4, head turns
sharply away from Jesus.

12

Raise both hands up on
beat 4, palms out and
open. Head tilted slightly
up.

Middle Girls

Back Guys
Raise head on beat 4.
Stand to full height on
beat 4; right foot is
slightly in front of left.
Raise right hand on beat
4; palm open and facing
out. Head looks at hand.
On beat 4, close hand into
fist; head still tilted up.
Pull right hand downward
to waist on beat 4, bent at
elbow, still in a fist but
wrists facing up. Look
straight ahead.
On beat 4, right foot steps
out to right as right hand
extends out to right, palm
open. Head follows.
Left hand points over left
shoulder at Jesus on beat
4 and head turns to look
at Jesus with anger.
On beat 4, face audience,
bringing right foot in so
feet are together.
Forearms together with
fists and elbows touching
(knuckles out). Fists are
in front of face, just under
eyes.
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Intro [16]

13

14

15

16

Jesus

Framers

Middle Girls

Close hands to fists on
beat 4.

Take three steps toward
center stage on beats 1, 2,
3, starting with forward
foot. On beat 4, outside
hand extends out and palm
hits “wall”.

Pull fists down to waist
on beat 4. Arms are at
sides with elbows bent
and wrists facing up.
Look straight ahead.

Spin towards other middle
girl(s) by running on beats
1-3. Stop self by hitting wall
on beat 4, arms in front of
self (right held horizontally
over left, palms out).

Spin out in full circle to
reach side- by-side
positions at center stage by
Keeping arms and head in
stepping on beats 1, 2, 3.
previous position, cross
On beat 4, extend arms out
right foot over left and
to sides, palms out. Feet
stand with legs crossed.
should be shoulder-width
apart; look at audience.
Turn to the left in an
about-face to face
audience on beat 4. When
turning, head bows and
arms drop to sides. Feet
shoulder-width apart.

On beat 4, right foot steps
in so feet are together,
arms come down to sides
and head bows.

Back Guys
Bend down to crouching
position on beat 4, fists
pull downward to sides at
waist (wrists up), bent at
elbow. Right knee slightly
up, head down.
On beat 4, heads snap up
and guys place both
knees on the ground to
kneel on high knees.
Arms extend straight out
to sides, hands still in
fists, wrists forward.

Still on high knees,
forearms come together
with fists and elbows
touching (knuckles out).
Fists are in front of face,
just under eyes.

Stand up to full height on
beat 4, head down, feet
slightly staggered (left
behind right). Arms come
down to sides.
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Verse 1 [16]
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9

Jesus

Framers
Middle Girls
Back Guys
Head snaps up on beat 4.
Turn to right by stepping with left foot and pivoting on right on beat 4. Now facing
stage right, hands to sides.
Punch right fist straight forward, extending arm in front of self on beat 4.
On beat 4, pivot on right foot to turn right – now facing upstage. Right arm comes
down to side with turn, swinging slightly.
Point angrily at Jesus with right hand on beat 4.
On beat 4, pivot to right on right foot to face stage left. Hands come up above head
on turn, wrists together to form shackles (palms apart, fingers curved). Look straight
ahead.
Break shackles on beat 4 by bringing arms down sharply into an “A” position, palms
facing back.
On beat 4, pivot on right foot and turn to face audience, arms at side, feet
shoulder-width apart.

Elbow bent, right hand
sweeps up in front of
body in semi-circle with
palm up on beats 1-3,
freezes on 4 with hand
out to side and palm up.

Girl #1 (standing stage right)
walks stage left towards Girl
#2 (standing stage left) on
beats 1, 2, 3 - back on left,
then forward right, left – and
kicks her right foot out at
Girl #2 girl on beat 4. Arms
are at sides; face is
SAME AS FRAMERS
expressionless.
Girl #2 stands in place
facing the audience until
“kicked” on beat 4, when she
turns to stage left and bends
down to a crouching
position, left knee up.
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Verse 1 [16]

10

Jesus

Framers

Same move with left
hand.

Middle Girls
Girl #1 walks backwards on
beat 1, 2, 3 by stepping back
from the kick with her right
foot on beat 1 then left foot,
right foot on beats 2, 3. On
beat 4, she steps back with
her left foot to bring her feet
together (standing facing
stage left).

Back Guys

SAME AS FRAMERS

Girl #2 stands up to face
audience on beat 4, feet
slightly apart.
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On beat 4, head turns
sharply away from Jesus
(either to left or right,
depending on position on
stage).

Walk towards each other on
beats 1, 2, 3 – right, left,
right - and meet at center
stage. The step on beat 3
brings feet even with one
another, shoulder width
apart. Girl #2 is slightly
downstage (right shoulder
even with Girl #1’s right). On
beat 4, both girls raise their
right hands and hit their
palms together, hitting a
wall. Look ahead, no eye
contact.

SAME AS FRAMERS

8

Verse 1 [16]

Jesus

Framers

12

Raise both hands up on
beat 4, palms out and
open. Head tilted slightly
up.

13

Close hands to fists on
beat 4.

14

Pull fists down to waist
on beat 4. Arms are at
sides with elbows bent
and wrists facing up.
Look straight ahead.

Middle Girls
With hands still together,
turn clockwise, walking in a
half circle so Girl #2 is now
at stage right and Girl #1 is
now stage left. Walk in circle
on beats 1, 2, 3; right, left,
right with last step bringing
feet even with each other,
shoulder width apart. Girl #2
now has her back to the
audience; Girl #1 faces
audience and girls’ feet are
in line. On beat 4, Girl #2
raises both hands, palms
out, and Girl #1 lowers
hands in “A” position, palms
back.
Step backwards to stand
back-to-back on beat 4, feet
together. Bring hands up to
frame face - palms out, right
arm at forehead, left arm at
chin, elbows out to sides.

On beat 4, push out from
one another and step out to
stand facing the audience,
feet apart. Arms come down
to sides.

Back Guys

SAME AS FRAMERS

SAME AS FRAMERS

SAME AS FRAMERS
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Verse 1 [16]
15

16

Chorus [6]

1

2
3
4
5
6

Jesus

Framers
Keeping arms in previous
position, cross right foot
over left on 4 and stand
with legs crossed.
Turn to the left in an
about-face to face
upstage on beat 4. When
turning, arms drop to
sides. Stand with feet
shoulder width apart,
looking straight ahead.
Framers

Jesus
Looks to characters with
compassion as He
mouths the chorus “My
heart…”, bends his right
fist in to his chest/heart
for full measure.
On “burns”, right arm
moves out from chest at Stand frozen in position.
right side, palm open.
Right hand moves left
and sweeps towards
characters on “for you.”
Right arm slowly lowers.
On “My heart,” bring both
fists into chest, crossing
wrists.
Both hands come out to
Stand frozen in position.
sides on “burns” with
palms open.

Middle Girls
Kick low with right foot,
across body to the left
towards audience on beat 4.
Arms stay at sides.

Back Guys
SAME AS FRAMERS

Head turns away from Jesus
(Girl #2 to right; Girl #1 to
SAME AS FRAMERS
left) on beat 4.
Middle Girls

Back Guys
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Verse 2 [16]
1

2

3

4

Jesus

Framers
On beat 4, head turns
sharply away from Jesus.

Raise both hands up on
beat 4, palms out and
open, turn away from
Jesus (stage right
framers pivot on left foot,
step out with right foot to
face stage right; stage left
framers pivot on right foot
and step out with left foot
to face stage left).
Continues to watch
Pivot on same foot and
characters, showing
turn again to face
pain and compassion for
audience on beat 4. Pull
His children and reacting
fists down to sides at
to their actions.
waist, elbows bent and
wrists facing up. Look
straight ahead.

Turn again on beat 4, one
more position to face
opposite framers across
stage. Arms drop to sides
with palms open and
facing back.

Middle Girls
Head still turned away from
Jesus, reject Him by
thrusting out palm of inside
hand on beat 4.

Back Guys
Take steps toward Jesus
on beats 1-3 (right, left,
right) and reject Jesus
with right hand on beat 4.

Walk forward side by side,
stepping on beats 1-3.
Hunch over and put hands
over both ears on beat 4.

Turn left to face stage
right and take steps
forward on beats 1-3
(right, left, right). Extend
right hand forward in a
reject motion on beat 4.

Girl #1 repeats the previous
measure walking to stage
left;
Girl #2 does the same,
walking to stage right.

Do an about-face turn to
face stage left and step
forward on beats 1-3
(right, left, right); reject
with right hand as before
on beat 4.

With hands still on head,
walk backward to center
stage, stepping on beats
1-4. On beat 4, stand to full
height and drop hands to
sides (now back-to-back
with other girl).

Take steps on beats 1-3
(left, right, left) to turn to
face front and be to the
side of Jesus; turned
slightly towards Him.
Snap head in to glare at
Jesus on beat 4.
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Verse 2 [16]

Jesus

Framers
REPEAT previous 3
measures, turning one
position each measure.

5
(Pivot to face back, arms
up.)

(Turn to side position,
fists come to waist.)

6
Jesus responds with
pain and humiliation to
Guys’ violence and
mocking.
7

(Turn to face front, arms
down to sides.)

8

Pivot to face opposite
framers across stage on
beat 4, arms up and
palms out.

Middle Girls
Turn to downstage right
diagonal and walk side by
side (with Girl #1 closest to
audience) on beats 1-3
(starting with right foot)
with hands at sides. On
beat 4, turn to left and point
angrily at Jesus with left
hand.
Repeat previous measure,
but this time walk to left
diagonal (starting with left
foot) and turn right to point
to Jesus with right hand.
Girl #1 walks stage right on
beats 1-3 and rejects Jesus
on beat 4 with move of
choice (hand, point, fist,
etc.), ending in a position
that is open to the
audience. Girl #2 stands
frozen in position.
Girl #1 stands frozen in
position. Girl #2 turns and
walks upstage on beats 1-3,
ending on stage left of
Jesus and facing audience.
She also rejects Jesus with
her move of choice on beat
4.

Back Guys
Guys perform the
following scene of
violence and mocking
with anger and hostility.
Guy #1 (standing stage
right) punches Jesus in
the stomach with his right
hand on beat 4.
Guy #2 (standing stage
left) watches.
Guy #1 slowly pulls his
fist from Jesus’ body.
Guy #2 spits in Jesus’
face on beat 4.
Guy #1 repeats previous
punch to Jesus’ stomach.
Guy #2 picks up crown of
thorns on ground behind
Jesus.

Guy #2 roughly places
crown on Jesus’ head
with both hands on beat 4
as Guy #1 watches.
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Verse 2 [16]

Jesus

9

10

Jesus responds with
pain and humiliation to
Guys’ violence and
mocking.
11

12

Framers
Step backwards on beats
1, 2, 3 (starting with
audience foot), slowly
lower hands to sides.
Point at Jesus with
upstage hand on 4, angry.

Middle Girls
Girl #1 turns left and walks
in a circle on beats 1-3 in
her area at stage right. On
beat 4, she ends in another
rejection pose. Girl #2
stands frozen in position.
Girl #1 frozen for beats 1-3.
She steps to face forward
Step forward on beats 1,
with feet together on beat
2, 3 (starting with upstage
4. Girl #2 turns right and
foot), thrust head forward
walks in circle, taking 4
and spit at Jesus on beat
steps on the beat. On beat
4.
4 she is facing forward
again, feet together.
Step backwards on beats Reject Jesus with move of
1, 2, 3 (starting with
choice (i.e. one hand out,
audience foot) and reject both hands out, point, spit,
Jesus with move of
turn away, hold out fist,
choice (see Middle Girls
hands over ears, etc.) on
for options) on beat 4 and beat 4 and freeze. Try to
freeze. Try to mix it up so mix it up so girls are doing
framers are doing
different moves and freeze
different moves and
on different levels
freeze on different levels
(standing, one knee, bent at
(see Middle Girls).
waist, etc.).
Stay frozen in previous
rejection position on
beats 1-3; reject with new
move on beat 4.

Stay frozen in previous
rejection position on beats
1-3; reject with new move
on beat 4.

Back Guys
Guy #1 picks up whip
from ground behind
Jesus on beats 1-2 and
holds it horizontally
above his head with both
hands on beat 4.

Guy #1 whips Jesus’ back
on beat 4 as Guy #2
watches.

Guy #1 whips Jesus
again on beat 4.

Guy #1 sets whip on the
ground behind Jesus.
Guy #2 grabs Jesus’ left
wrist with his right hand
and holds it up, then nails
it by hitting it with his left
fist on beat 4.
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Verse 2 [16]

Jesus

13

14

15
16
Chorus [14]
1-3
4

5-8

9

Jesus responds with
pain and humiliation to
Guys’ violence and
mocking.
Jesus dies at the
beginning of the chorus
by dropping his head
and hands.

Framers

Middle Girls

REPEAT – Reject on beat
4.

REPEAT – Reject on beat 4.

REPEAT – Reject on beat
4.

REPEAT – Reject on beat 4.

REPEAT – Reject on beat
4.

REPEAT – Reject on beat 4.

Stay frozen in last reject
position.

Stay frozen in last reject
position.

Jesus
Framers
Frozen in His position on
the cross.
Slowly lowers arms,
looking out to
characters with
compassion.
Takes off crown and
sets it on the ground
Stay frozen in position.
behind Him.
Mouths the words of the
chorus “My heart…” and
bends his right fist in to
his chest/heart for full
measure. Continues to
look to each character
with care and concern.

Middle Girls

Back Guys
Guy #1 grabs Jesus’ right
wrist with his left hand
and holds it up, then nails
it by hitting it on beat 4.
Guy #2 nails Jesus’ feet
by pounding them with
both hands together on
beat 4.
Both Guys point at Jesus
with upstage hands on
beat 4.
Pointing turns to open
palms as Guys reject
Jesus on beat 4.
Back Guys

14

Chorus [14]

Jesus
On beat 1, moves right
10
arm out from chest at
right side, palm open.
Right hand moves left
11
and sweeps towards
characters on “for you”.
12
Right arm slowly lowers.
On “My heart,” brings
13
both fists into chest,
crossing wrists.
Both hands come out to
14
sides on “burns” with
palms open.
Verse 3 [16]
Jesus
1

2

3

Continues to watch
characters with
compassion and
concern.

Framers

Middle Girls

Back Guys

Stay frozen in position.

Stay frozen in position.

Framers
Middle Girls
Back Guys
Head snaps from last position to look at audience on beat 4.
On beat 4, turn to face
audience and stomp one
Stand to full height and
foot so standing with feet
turn body to face
SAME AS FRAMERS
apart. Hands also come up
audience while bringing
above head to form
feet together on beat 4.
shackles (wrists together,
palms apart).
Walk on beats 1-3 to the
far side of the stage and
form a line, shoulder-toshoulder with other
Break shackles and bring
Framers and Middle Girls. SAME AS FRAMERS
arms down to side in “A”
Face off stage, arrive with
position on beat 4.
feet apart on beat 4. Line
parallel to line forming on
other side of the stage.
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Verse 3 [16]

Jesus

Framers

Middle Girls

Back Guys
Run to join line on
respective side of stage,
taking downstage end
position. Arrive by beat 4 to
stomp right foot and bring
feet together.

4

Stomp right foot to bring
feet together on beat 4.

5

Step out with right foot (over the stationary foot of the person standing to the right)
on beat 4.

6

7

8

SAME AS FRAMERS

Bring right foot back in to step in place on beats 1, 2, 3 with right, left, right. On beat
4, bring hands up to frame face - right arm is at forehead height, left arm is at chin,
elbows to sides – with palms out as if hitting a wall.
Cross right foot over left foot on beat 3 and swivel around to the left to face
opposite side of the stage on beat 4.
Step in to original starting
positions, face forward.
Look around in confusion
and fear at box, becoming
Stand frozen in place.
aware of bondage. Hit
ceiling of box with flat
palm of right hand on
beat 4.

Stand frozen in place.
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Box
Guidelines:

Verse 3 [16]

9

Watches characters with
Plant feet and stand in
growing heartache and
stationary position while
compassion; reaches
building box.
out to them at times.

Jesus

Framers

Hit left side of box with
flat palm of left hand on
beat 4.

Build “moving” boxes,
using their entire area of
stage to create their walls
(Girl #1 uses downstage
center, moving stage left
and stage right. Girl #2
uses her area at stage
right, moving a few steps
in each direction).
Middle Girls

Girl #1 runs from line at
stage right to stage left
on beats 1-3, stopping
abruptly on beat 4 by
falling on high knees and
crashing into the back of
Guy #2, catching self with
fists on his back.
Girl #2 runs from line at
stage left to stage right
on beats 1-3 and is
stopped on beat 4 by Guy
#1’s right arm, halting her
by blocking body at
shoulder-height.

Guy #1 builds box in front
of Jesus and stays in
position.
Guy #2 is at stage left,
opposite Girl #2. He can
move anywhere around his
immediate area.
Back Guys

Guys step to receptive
positions on beat 4:
Guy #1 takes step forward
and extends right arm out
to side to stop Girl #2, hand
in fist.
Guy #2 turns in an
about-face motion to face
stage left on beat 4,
allowing Girl #1 to collide
into his back.
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Verse 3 [16]

10

11

Jesus

Framers

Hit right side of box with
flat palm of right hand on
beat 4.

Hit box ceiling with flat
palms of both hands on
beat 4.

REPEAT BOX SEQUENCE:
12

Hit ceiling of box with flat
palm of right hand on
beat 4.

Middle Girls
Girl #1 swivels on knees
to face the audience,
arms down at her sides.
Girl #2 snaps head to
right on beat 4 to glare at
Guy #1.
Girl #1 stands on beat 4
(may need to begin
movement on beat 3),
placing one foot slightly
behind the other. Wrists
cross in front of her
chest, hands in fists.
Girl #2 steps with her
right to turn left, facing
the audience. Forearms
come together with fists
touching (knuckles out) in
front of face, just under
eyes.
Girl #1 falls backward
slightly on beat 4, caught
by Guy #2.
Girl #2 falls backward
slightly on beat 4, caught
by Guy #1.

Back Guys
Guy #1 snaps head to left
to glare at Girl #2 on beat 4.
Guy #2 steps to right with
right foot to turn in a circle
and face audience, arms
down at side.

Guy #1 turns to face
forward, feet apart, and
extends both arms out to
sides with hands in fists on
beat 4.
Guy #2 remains in position
facing audience, and brings
forearms together with fists
touching (knuckles out) in
front of face, just under
eyes on beat 4.

Guy #1 catches Girl #2 with
both hands on beat 4,
palms on her back.
Guy #2 catches Girl #1 with
both hands on beat 4.
.
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Verse 3 [16]

13

14

15

16

Jesus

Framers

Hit left side of box with
left hand on beat 4.

Hit right side of box with
right hand on beat 4.

Hit box ceiling with both
hands on beat 4. Front
Framers fall to high
knees.
REPEAT BOX SEQUENCE:
Hit ceiling of box with flat
palm of right hand on
beat 4.

Middle Girls
Both Girls are pushed by
Guys on beat 4 and burst
forward, arms swinging
out; they begin spinning
to next position.
Spin to respective
positions: Girl #1 to front
and center stage; Girl #2
to stage right, in between
front Framer and Girl #1.
Both begin to build
“moving” boxes, using
their entire area of stage
to create the walls. Each
runs and spins in
desperation and panic on
beats 1-3, then uses one
or both hands or fists to
hit wall or ceiling on beat
4 of each measure.

Back Guys
Both Guys push their Girl
forward with both hands on
beat 4.

Move to respective
positions: Guy #1 to
upstage center, in front of
Jesus; Guy #2 to stage left,
in between front Framer
and Girl #1. Both begin
building boxes, moving on
beats 1-3, then using one or
both hands or fists to hit
wall or ceiling on beat 4.

Move on beats 1-3; hit
wall or ceiling on beat 4.

Move on beats 1-3; hit wall
or ceiling on beat 4.

Move on beats 1-3; hit
wall or ceiling on beat 4.

Move on beats 1-3; hit wall
or ceiling on beat 4.
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Bridge [8]

1

2

3

Jesus

Framers

Hit left side of box with
left hand on beat 4.

Hit right side of box with
right hand on beat 4.

Hit box ceiling with both
hands on beat 4. Back
Framers fall to high knees
and front Framers lower
to low knees.

REPEAT BOX SEQUENCE:
4

Hit ceiling of box with flat
palm of right hand on
beat 4.

Middle Girls
Girl #1 spins left, her
hands on her head. She
turns at a speed just
under one rotation per
beat.
Girl # 2 moves on beats
1-3; hits wall or ceiling on
beat 4.
Girl #1 continues to spin
to the left.
Girl #2 moves on beats
1-3; hits wall or ceiling on
beat 4.
Girl #1 continues to spin
to the left (arms can drop
from head and be held
out from body while
spinning, if preferred).
Girl #2 moves on beats
1-3; hits wall or ceiling on
beat 4.
Girl #1 slows, looks
around with expression
of confusion and panic.
Girl #2 moves on beats
1-3; hits wall or ceiling on
beat 4 and falls to low
knees.

Back Guys

Move on beats 1-3; hit wall
or ceiling on beat 4.

Move on beats 1-3; hit wall
or ceiling on beat 4.

Move on beats 1-3; hit wall
or ceiling on beat 4.

Move on beats 1-3; hit wall
or ceiling on beat 4. Guy #2
falls to low knees on beat 4.
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Bridge [8]

5

Jesus

Framers

Hit left side of box with
left hand on beat 4.

Middle Girls
Girl #1 begins to spin to
the right, at the same
speed.
Girl #2 looks around in
panic on beats 1-3; hits
wall or ceiling on beat 4.

Back Guys

Look around in panic on
beats 1-3; hit wall or ceiling
on beat 4. Guy #1 falls to
low knees on beat 4.

Girl #1 continues to spin
to the right.
6

7

8

Hit right side of box with
right hand on beat 4.

Hit box ceiling with both
hands on beat 4. Back
Framers lower to low
knees.

Girl #2 looks around in
panic on beats 1-3; hits
wall or ceiling on beat 4.
Girl #1 slows to a stop,
facing audience. On beat
4, she kneels on low
knees.
Girl #2 looks around in
panic on beats 1-3; hit
wall on 4.

Flop forward on the
Flop forward on the
ground in despair on beat
ground in despair on beat
4, hands in front with
4, hands in front with
palms down, head
palms down, head bowed.
bowed.

Look around in panic on
beats 1-3; hit wall or ceiling
on beat 4.

Look around in panic on
beats 1-3; hit wall or ceiling
on beat 4.

Flop forward on the ground
in despair on beat 4, hands
in front with palms down,
head bowed.
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1

2

Jesus
Mouths words of the
chorus “My heart…” and
bends his right fist in to
his chest/heart for full
measure. Focuses
attention on Girl #1,
speaking to her.
On word “burns,” right
arm moves out from
chest at right side, palm
open.

3

Right hand moves left
and sweeps towards
characters on “for you”.

4

Right arm slowly lowers.

5

Brings both fists into
chest on “My heart”,
crossing wrists.

6

Both hands come out to
sides on “burn,” palms
open.

Framers

Middle Girls

Back Guys

Frozen in position on ground.

Frozen in position on
ground.

Frozen in position on
ground.

Girl #1 slowly raises her
head and rises to low
knees. She looks ahead
and up with wonder,
hearing Jesus’ voice.
Girl #2 is frozen in
position on ground.
Girl #1’s expression turns
to joyful relief. She
continues to look ahead
and upwards, as if
focusing on Jesus.
Girl #1 responds to Jesus
by doing movements
along with Him: she
mouths the words of the
chorus and bends her
right arm to her chest for
full measure, fist ending
on heart.
On word “burns”, Girl #1’s
right arm moves out from
chest at right side, palm
open.

Frozen in position on
ground.

Frozen in position on
ground.
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7

8

9

10

Jesus

Framers

Back Guys

Girl #1’s right hand
moves left and sweeps in
to self on “for you”. She
stands, still looking
upwards, then quickly
turns around to face
Jesus.

Hands come together in
front of body, palms
inward on “for you”.

Arms slowly drop to
sides.

Middle Girls

Slowly raise head and rise
to low knees, looking
ahead and upward, hearts
finally softening as they
at last understand Jesus’
message.

Respond to Jesus by
doing His movements:
Mouth the words of the
chorus “My heart…” and
Acknowledges Girl #1’s
bend right fist in to
repentance, takes the
chest/heart for full
black scarf from her, and
measure.
tosses it to the ground.
Takes white scarf off
own neck and places it
On word “burns”, right
on Girl #1’s neck.
arm moves out from
chest at right side, palm
open.

Girl #1 runs upstage to
Jesus, pulling her scarf
from her neck as she
goes to Him.

SAME AS FRAMERS

Girl #2: SAME AS
FRAMERS.
Girl #1 gives her scarf to
Jesus and bows at the
waist to Jesus in
repentance and worship.
Girl #2: SAME AS
FRAMERS.

SAME AS FRAMERS

Jesus places white scarf
on Girl #1’s neck.
Girl #2: SAME AS
FRAMERS.
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Jesus

Wrist turns in and up
towards heaven as right
hand moves left on “for
you”.

11
Look at Girl #1 with love
as she returns to her
position.
12

13

Framers

On “My heart,” he brings
both fists into chest,
crossing wrists.

Middle Girls
Girl #1 looks up at Jesus
with a loving and grateful
expression and turns to
walk back to her position.

Back Guys

Girl #2: SAME AS
FRAMERS.
Girl #1 slowly walks back
to her position and again
kneels on low knees on
the ground.

Right hand lowers slowly.
At this time, select
characters should stand
or rise to high knees so all
levels are represented.
Girl #2: SAME AS
FRAMERS.

SAME AS FRAMERS

On “My heart” bring both
fists into chest, crossing
wrists.
SAME AS FRAMERS

14

15
16

Look at characters with
joy.

Both hands come out to
sides on “burn,” palms
open.

Look around at
characters and up to
heaven with proud and
loving expression.

Wrists turn in and come
together in front of body,
palms inward, on “for
you”.
Arms slowly drop to
sides.

SAME AS FRAMERS

SAME AS FRAMERS
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Jesus

Look around at
characters and up to
heaven with proud and
loving expression. “Ad
lib” arm movements,
doing own version of
motions (reaching out to
characters, up to
heaven, acknowledging
characters as they
repent, taking scarves
from them and tossing
them aside, etc.)

Framers
Characters take turns
going to Jesus one at a
time in random sequence
to repent, each doing
some sign of surrender
(bowing, giving scarf,
praying, etc.). It is not
necessary to
predetermine the order of
repentance, but may be
planned in advance if
helpful.
Before repenting,
characters engage in
“free worship”, performing
movements of their
choice to praise Jesus.
Characters may raise
their hands, clasp their
hands in prayer, bow, turn
in dance-like movements,
etc. Movements should
be clear and crisp, strong
motions so they do not
look messy.

Middle Girls

Girl #1 leads worship
dance (see details in
Framers’ script) from her
knees, setting the
example of the tempo
and motions of the
routine.
Girl #2 repents and joins
in dance as detailed in
Framers’ script. She is the
last of the characters to
go to Jesus and repent.

Back Guys

Repentance and worship
dance (see details in
Framers’ script).
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Jesus

Framers

Middle Girls

Back Guys

After they have repented at the cross, characters return to their position and remain
standing as they join in a 4-measure “worship dance” in unison: (Characters can join
in dance at any natural point once they return from repenting.)

Look around at
characters and up to
heaven with proud and
loving expression. “Ad
lib” arm movements,
doing own version of
motions (reaching out to
characters, up to
heaven, acknowledging
characters as they
repent, taking scarves
from them and tossing
them aside, etc.)

Worship Dance:
Measure 1: Right foot steps out to the right on beat 1 and left foot steps in to meet
it on beat 2. On beat 3, left foot steps out to the left and right foot steps in to meet it
on beat 4. Hands follow feet – right arm sweeps right across body with palm up as
stepping right on beats 1-2; left arm sweeps left on beats 3-4.
Measure 2: Right foot steps out to the side on beat 1 and right arm rises out to side
and up from waist for all 4 beats of measure. Palm is facing out; characters look
upwards.
Measure 3: Step with right foot on beat 1, bowing at waist. On beat 2, tap left foot
behind right. Step with left foot on beat 3; bring right foot in to step next to left on
beat 4. (Step right, tap left; step left, step right to bring feet together.) When bowing
down, elbows bend and arms lower on beats 1-2, palms up. Arms rise back up on
beats 3-4, hands coming up to head-height.
Measure 4: F
 eet together, hands slowly come down to sides, lowering along body.
At beat 1, hands should be at face; beat 2 – neck; beat 3 – chest; beat 4 – waist.
Palms face in. Characters look ahead and heavenward with expressions of great
joy.
Dance routine is repeated several times, until music fades into slow instrumental.
On the last “My heart…”, as the music changes, characters choose any motion of
praise (one or both hands out or up, a turn, a bow, etc.), slowing the drama but still
keeping it in motion.
Characters continue to move in “slow motion” for several measures, performing
“free worship” moves at a slower pace. Movements are still clean with energy, but
flowing and graceful.
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Slow
Untimed
Music

Jesus
Steps off box or step,
and walks to each
character (random
order), acknowledging
them with a nod or
motion of His hand, even
an embrace.
Goes to Girl #1 last,
acknowledging her
offering as she holds up
her scarf.
Then walks downstage
and stands at center, in
front of Girl #1.

Framers
When Jesus comes and
acknowledges, freeze in
position of choice (arm
raised, hands in prayer,
etc.).

Middle Girls
Girl #1 takes the scarf off
her neck when music
changes, holds it by its
edges, and twirls it
around her head and
shoulders gracefully.
Girl #2: SAME AS
FRAMERS.
When Jesus comes to
her, Girl #1 looks at Him
in adoration, then freezes
with her head bowed and
holding her scarf out to
Him above her head, as
an offering.

Back Guys

SAME AS FRAMERS

Delivers message to
audience: on “My heart,”
brings both fists into
chest, crossing wrists.
Jesus’ Final
Words
[4
measures]

Both hands out to sides Frozen in final position.
on beat 1.
Hands come together in
front of self, motioning
to audience on “for you”.
Arms slowly drop to
On fourth measure after “for you” (on strong electric guitar chord), lower hands
sides in unison with
slowly down to sides.
other characters.
All characters remain frozen in position as music fades.
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